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PROTECTING LAND
VOTE C,M, I, D, F, G

PROMOTING RECYCLING
VOTE J

Representative Mike Pitts’ bill (H.3083) to extend the Conservation Bank’s sunset from 2013 to 2023 passed the House
95-16 (VOTE C correct vote=yes). Sen. Leatherman’s Finance
Committee agreed to a 5 year extension and after objections were answered, the Senate approved (VOTE M correct
vote=yes). The Governor signed the bill.

Senator Ray Cleary introduced the Alcoholic Beverage
Container bill (S.461) to encourage the hospitality industry to choose recycling over landfilling when the cost was
reasonable. The bill passed the Senate in 2011 (VOTE J correct vote=yes) only to die in Rep. Nelson Hardwick’s House
Agriculture Subcommittee.
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DEFENDING THE POLLUTION CONTROL ACT (PCA)
VOTES E, N
Rep. Nelson Hardwick’s H.4654 aimed to rollback protections
in the historic PCA upheld by the Supreme Court’s Smith Land
decision: DHEC’s authority over pollution of isolated wetlands
and the citizens’ cause of action. Following compelling arguments defending PCA by Reps. Paul Agnew, Walt McLeod
and Joe Neal, the House rejected a motion to table Agnew’s
strengthening amendment (VOTE E correct vote=no). After
two weeks of intense lobbying from special interests, H.4654
passed the House unamended.
Amidst confusion about the status of compromise negotiations, the Senate denied special order for H.4654 (VOTE N
correct vote=no). The bill was finally passed with weakened
provisions to allow citizens to challenge DHEC for failing to
prevent pollution, the creation of a Wetlands Study Committee and protections for existing important lawsuits such as the
suit challenging the deepening of the Savannah River.

★

INCENTIVIZING CLEAN ENERGY
VOTE A
H.3346 would have provided a 35% state tax credit for residential and commercial solar installations. It passed the
House (VOTE A correct vote=yes) but died in the Senate Finance Committee despite having been amended by Sen.
O’Dell’s subcommittee to add performance metrics.
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Sen. Alexander and Rep. Sandifer introduced companion
bills to update existing building codes to 2009 International
Energy Conservation standards. H.4639 passed the House
unanimously and received second reading in the Senate
(VOTE K correct vote=yes). The Governor signed the bill.
Rep. Jim Merrill’s Plug-in Hybrid bill (H.3059) extends an existing state income tax credit of $2,000 for highway-speed,
plug-in vehicles, and has an annual impact cap of $500,000.
This bill passed the House (VOTE B correct vote= yes) and the
Senate (VOTE L correct vote=yes) and the Governor signed
it.

SENATE
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2011-2012 SENATE AVERAGES ...

68% overall | 82% for Democrats | 59% for Republicans

HOUSE

2011-2012 HOUSE AVERAGES ... 70% overall | 77% for Democrats | 66% for Republicans

